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Summary
Hana Rabenhauptová - Chateau Kratochvíle - stucco and painting decoration
The bachelor thesis „Chateau Kratochvíle - stucco and painting decoration“ deals with the  actual state
of the stucco relief decorations, mural and ceiling paintings and paintings in exteriors. The author
describes the individual scenes as they can be seen today including individual parts of these scenes and
the figures painted as well as what has been preserved only as hardly identifiable fragments. As for the
most relief decorations and paintings, the author found in the literature their iconography and mentioned
also several significant models according to which the decoration in Kratochvíle was made. The
renovation works held in Kratochvíle which influenced the actual look of Kratochvíle were also the
issue of this thesis. During last thirty years, significant works have been held in Kratochvíle which gave
the Chateau its original splendour. The renovation works were undertaken in a highly sensitive and
regardful way in order to protect the original stucco and painting decoration.
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